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QUESTION 1

A LookML developer finishes some LookML work and commits changes in their personal development branch. The
developer is asked to Pull and Merge Other Changes. 

What does this indicate? 

A. A change has been deployed to a shared branch. 

B. A change has been committed in another developer\\'s personal branch. 

C. A change has been committed in another shared branch. 

D. A change has been deployed to production. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

After validating LookML code, a developer receives the following error message: 

“Unknown or Inaccessible Field users.name” 

What is causing this error? 

A. There is a missing join. 

B. The field is set to “hidden”. 

C. The join relationship is incorrect. 

D. The field uses incorrect SQL syntax. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A user is seeing an error in the Explore that indicates the primary key defined for a one-million-row table is not unique. 

How can the developer use SQL Runner to troubleshoot quickly? 

A. Create a query that selects all the fields from the table, and sort by primary key. 

B. Create a query that selects the primary key from the base view, and look for duplicates. 

C. Create a query that counts how many occurrences of the primary key value are in the base view, and sort by count. 

D. Create a query that concatenates two columns to create a compound primary key. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A user reports that a query run against the orders Explore takes a long time to run. The query includes only fields from
the users view. Data for both views is updated in real time. The developer runs the following query in SQL Runner and
quickly receives results: 

SELECT * FROM users. 

What should the developer do to improve the performance of the query in the Explore? 

A. Create an Explore with users as the base table. 

B. Create a persistent derived table from the user\\'s query. 

C. Create an ephemeral derived table from the user\\'s query. 

D. Add persist_for: “24 hours” to the orders Explore. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

A developer creates a derived table and wants to add persistence to it. Because the table is not used on a frequent
basis, the developer wants the table to be cached for 12 hours, but only when a user has queried it. 

Which persistence parameter should be added to the derived table\\'s definition in order to satisfy this use case? 

A. persist_with: “12 hours” 

B. datagroup: 12_hours { max_cache_age: “12 hours” } 

C. persist_for: “12 hours” 

D. sql_trigger_value: SELECT FLOOR{UNIX_TIMESTAMP{} / {6*60*60}} ;; 

Correct Answer: A 
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